Sources of ice block falls at the Martian north polar scarps: detection from multi-temporal HiRISE image sets
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The North Polar Layered Deposits (NPLD), which consist of dusty water ice layers, have recorded the climatic variations of Mars. We use High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) data (ground pixel size of up to ~0.25m/pixel) to study the morphology and current erosional processes at the NPLD scarps. Fanara et al. (1,2) have performed automated detection of the fallen ice blocks at the foot of scarps. Our aim is to search for their possible source areas.

We apply change detection techniques to multi-temporal images. The images are ortho-rectified using HiRISE Digital Terrain Model (DTM) and then co-registered to ensure subpixel alignment accuracy. Due to the low-sun conditions in Martian polar areas, the surface morphology can be revealed from cast shadows. In addition, HiRISE operates on a nearly sun-synchronous orbit, which means the images are taken at the same local time of day, providing good conditions for automatically detecting changes in shadow patterns of the ice-fragments.

The areas with changed shadows illustrate the spatial distribution of mass wasting activities. Our results show that most of the detached ice-fragments originate from the lower parts of the scarp, which are heavily affected by fracturing. Based on the detected changes, we will further investigate the characteristics of mass wasting and estimate the volume of the detached ice-fragments. The temporal and spatial distribution of detached ice fragments at different NPLD scarps can provide insights into the ice behavior and thus support modelling studies of viscous flow velocities (3), thermoelastic stresses (4) and climate variations of Mars. Ultimately, we intend to explore the evolution of the NPLD scarps by correlating long-term mass wasting characteristics with seasonal and morphological parameters.
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